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democracy was no friend to the workers and the government
obligingly supplied more. Eventually the majority of the strikers
took the advice of the trade union leaders, always and perpetually
scared of Bolshevism, and went back,, but a considerable propor-
tion remained out and inevitably, with the assistance of the
Communists, sought to turn political strike action into a revolu-
tionary movement. There was nasty street fighting in Berlin and
in other big cities., and in the industrial Ruhr area it came to civil
war. Here class consciousness was at its height, here there was a
regular revolutionary organization, and the answer to the govern-
ment's demand for cessation of strike action was a regular rising.
The help that the Freikorps had denied Kapp and the help that
the Reichswehr had denied the government was at once forth-
coming against the workers. Regular and irregular forces poured
into the Ruhr to maintain the cause of law and order against the
Red Guards. Outnumbered and badly munitioned the insurgents
put up a magnificent resistance in their squalid streets, but were
crushed with a thoroughness and a viciousness that was in striking
contrast to the tenderness with which the Kappists had been
treated. Once again the government, of which a Socialist was the
head, added unnecessarily to the blood of the martyrs.
The political situation was now in full confusion. The National
Assembly engaged in finishing up its constitutional tasks by pass-
ing the legislation necessary for the working of the democratic
constitution was the scene of bitter debates and narrow divisions,
with ominous signs of rift not merely in the democratic block but
in the individual democratic parties. The foreign political situa-
tion, if less confused, for the Allied actions were facts on which
confusion was hardly possible, was still extremely confusing.
Between evacuation of territory according to the treaty and the
occupation of more territory by the Allies to enforce fulfilment,
in a troubled world where some twenty campaigns were in more
or less vigorous swing, the result of more than one of which
might have decisive international result, between the anger caused
by French aggression and the despair caused by the fulfilment
of the treaty^ the government was in no measure to control
things with a parliament which was completely out of hand and

